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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method and apparatus for use With a controller that uses 
a ?ux angle position value to control a three phase induction 
machine, the method for determining an instantaneous ?ux 
angle position value in the machine Where the machine is 
characterized by a system speci?c dominant harmonic fre 
quency number DH that is at least tWo, the method compris 
ing the steps of injecting a high frequency voltage signal 
having a high frequency value into the machine thereby 
generating a high frequency current Within the stator Wind 
ings, obtaining a high frequency feedback signal from the 
machine, mathematically combining the high frequency 
value and the dominant harmonic number DH to provide an 
instantaneous modi?ed angle, using the feedback signal to 
identify X consecutive calculating instances during each Y 
consecutive feedback signal cycles Where Y is at least tWo, 
at each of the X different calculating instances, identifying 
an instantaneous ?ux angle position value by mathemati 
cally combining a shift angle With the instantaneous modi 
?ed angle Where the shift angles corresponding to each of 
the X different calculating instances are all different and 
providing the instantaneous ?ux angle position value to the 
controller. 
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FLUX POSITION IDENTIFIER USING HIGH 
FREQUENCY INJECTION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] Not applicable. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

[0002] Not applicable. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The ?eld of the invention is AC induction motor 
drives and more speci?cally the area of injecting high 
frequency voltage signals into an AC induction motor and 
using high frequency feedback signals to identify stator ?ux 
position. 
[0004] Induction motors have broad application in indus 
try, particularly When large horsepoWer is needed. In a 
three-phase induction motor, three phase alternating volt 
ages are impressed across three separate motor stator Wind 
ings and cause three phase currents therein. Because of 
inductances, the three currents typically lag the voltages by 
some phase angle. The three currents produce a rotating 
magnetic stator ?eld. Arotor contained Within the stator ?eld 
experiences an induced current (hence the term “induction”) 
Which generates a rotor ?eld. The rotor ?eld typically lags 
the stator ?eld by some phase angle. The rotor ?eld is 
attracted to the rotating stator ?eld and the interaction 
betWeen the tWo ?elds causes the rotor to rotate. 

[0005] A common rotor design includes a “squirrel cage 
Winding” in Which axial conductive bars are connected at 
either end by shorting rings to form a generally cylindrical 
structure. The ?ux of the stator ?eld cutting across the 
conductive bars induces cyclic current ?oWs through the 
bars and across the shorting rings. The cyclic current ?oWs 
in turn produce the rotor ?eld. The use of this induced 
current to generate the rotor ?eld eliminates the need for slip 
rings or brushes to provide poWer to the rotor, making the 
design relatively maintenance free. 

[0006] To a ?rst approximation, the torque and speed of an 
induction motor may be controlled by changing the fre 
quency of the driving voltage and thus the angular rate of the 
rotating stator ?eld. Generally, for a given torque, increasing 
the stator ?eld rate Will increase the speed of the rotor 
(Which folloWs the stator ?eld). Alternatively, for a given 
rotor speed, increasing the frequency of the stator ?eld Will 
increase the torque by increasing the slip, that is the differ 
ence in speed betWeen the rotor and the stator ?elds. An, 
increase in slip increases the rate at Which ?ux lines are cut 
by the rotor, increasing the rotor generated ?eld and thus the 
force or torque betWeen the rotor and stator ?elds. 

[0007] Referring to FIG. 1, a rotating phasor 1 corre 
sponding to a stator magneto motive force (“mmf”) Will 
generally have some angle 0t With respect to the phasor of 
rotor ?ux 2. The torque generated by the motor Will be 
proportional to the magnitudes of these phasors 1 and 2 but 
also Will be a function of their angle 0t. Maximum torque is 
produced When phasors 1 and 2 are at right angles to each 
other Whereas Zero torque is produced if the phasors are 
aligned. The stator mmf phasor 1 may therefore be usefully 
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decomposed into a torque producing component 3 perpen 
dicular to rotor ?ux phasor 2 and a ?ux component 4 parallel 
to rotor ?ux phasor 2. 

[0008] These tWo components 3 and 4 of the stator mmf 
are proportional, respectively, to tWo stator current compo 
nents: iq, a torque producing current, and id, a ?ux producing 
current, Which may be represented by quadrature or orthogo 
nal vectors in a rotating or synchronous frame of reference 
(i.e., a reference frame that rotates along With the stator ?ux 
vector) and each vector iq and id is characteriZed by sloWly 
varying DC magnitude. 

[0009] Accordingly, in controlling an induction motor, it is 
generally desired to control not only the frequency of the 
applied voltage (hence the speed of the rotation of the stator 
?ux phasor 1), but also the phase of the applied voltage 
relative to the current How and hence the division of the 
currents through the stator Windings into the iq and id 
components. Control strategies that attempt to indepen 
dently control current components iq and id are generally 
referred to as ?eld oriented control strategies (“FOC”). 

[0010] Generally, it is desirable to design FOC strategies 
that are capable of driving motors of many different designs 
and varying siZes. Such versatility cuts doWn on research, 
development, and manufacturing costs and also results in 
easily serviceable controllers. Unfortunately, While versatile 
controllers are cost-effective, FOC controllers cannot con 
trol motor operation precisely unless they can adjust the 
division of d and q-axis currents through the stator Windings 
to account for motor-speci?c operating parameters. For this 
reason, in order to increase motor operating precision, 
various feedback loops are typically employed to monitor 
stator Winding currents and voltages and/or motor speed. A 
controller uses feedback information to determine hoW the 
inverter supplied voltage must be altered to compensate for 
system disturbances due to system speci?c and often 
dynamic operating parameters and then adjusts control sig 
nals to supply the desired inverter voltages. 

[0011] To this end, in an exemplary FOC system, tWo 
phase d and q-axis command currents are provided that are 
calculated to control a motor in a desired fashion. The 
command currents are compared to d and q-axis motor 
feedback currents to generate error signals (i.e., the differ 
ences betWeen the command and feedback currents). The 
error signals are then used to generate d and q-axis command 
voltage signals Which are in turn transformed into three 
phase command voltage signals, one voltage signal for each 
of the three motor phases. The command voltage signals are 
used to drive a pulse Width modulated (PWM) inverter that 
generates voltages on three motor supply lines. To provide 
the d and q-axis current feedback signals the system typi 
cally includes current sensors to sense the three phase line 
currents and a coordinate transformation block is used to 
transform the three phase currents to tWo phase synchronous 
dq frame of reference feedback currents. 

[0012] In addition to requiring tWo phase signals and three 
phase signals to perform 2-to-3 and 3-to-2 phase transfor 
mations, respectively, a precise ?ux position angle estimate 
G‘m is also required. One common Way to generate a ?ux 
angle feedback estimate is to integrate a stator frequency. A 
stator frequency can be determined by adding a measured 
rotor frequency (rotor speed) and a calculated slip frequency. 
In the case of drives that do not include a rotor speed sensor, 
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it is necessary to estimate both the rotor frequency and the 
slip frequency to determine the ?ux angle. Thus, these drives 
require precise knowledge of motor parameter values. 

[0013] In an effort to reduce system costs and increase 
reliability, the controls industry has recently developed 
various types of sensorless or self-sensing induction 
machine systems that, as the labels imply, do not include 
dedicated speed sensing hardWare and corresponding 
cabling but that, nevertheless, can generate accurate posi 
tion, ?ux and velocity estimates. Techniques used for oper 
ating parameter estimation can be divided into tWo groups 
including techniques that track speed dependent phenom 
enon and techniques that track spatial saliencies in system 
signals. These techniques generally use disturbances in d 
and q-axis feedback currents to identify the operating 
parameters of interest and hence provide additional func 
tionality Which, in effect, “piggy-backs” on feedback signals 
that are obtained for another purpose (i.e., dq current com 
ponents are already required for FOC). 

[0014] Because speed dependent techniques depend on 
speed in order to generate an identi?able feedback signal, 
these techniques ultimately fail at Zero or loW (e.g., beloW 5 
HZ) excitation frequency due to lack of signal. In addition, 
because these methods estimate operating parameters from 
voltage and current, these techniques are sensitive to tem 
perature varying system parameters such as stator resistance, 
etc. 

[0015] One type of saliency tracking technique includes 
injecting or applying a knoWn high frequency “injection” 
voltage signal in addition to each of the command voltage 
signals used to drive the PWM inverter and using feedback 
current (or voltage) signals to identify saliencies associated 
With the ?ux angle. To this end, an exemplary system 
converts a high frequency command signal into a high 
frequency phase angle and generates a ?rst injection signal 
that is the product of a scalar and the sine of the high 
frequency phase angle. Second and third injection signals 
are also generated, each of the second and third signals 
phase shifted from the ?rst signal by 120 degrees. Aseparate 
one of the ?rst, second and third signals is then added to a 
separate one of the three voltage command signals that are 
used to drive the PWM inverter. 

[0016] One injection type saliency tracking algorithm to 
generate a ?ux position angle estimate Without a rotor speed 
sensor employs a negative sequence of the high frequency 
current component and is described in an article that issued 
in the IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications publica 
tion, vol. 34, No. 5, September/October 1998 by Robert 
LorenZ Which is entitled “Using Multiple Saliencies For The 
Estimation Of Flux Position, And Velocity In AC Machines” 
(hereinafter “the Lorenz article”). The algorithm in the 
LorenZ article is based on the fact that When a high fre 
quency voltage signal (referred to in the LorenZ article as a 
“carrier signal”) is injected into a rotating system, a resulting 
high frequency ?eld interacts With system saliency to pro 
duce a “carrier” signal current that contains information 
relating to the position of the saliency. The carrier current 
consists of both positive and negative-sequence components 
relative to the carrier signal voltage excitation. While the 
positive sequence component rotates in the same direction as 
the carrier signal voltage excitation and therefore contains 
no spatial information, the negative-sequence component 
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contains spatial information in its phase. The LorenZ article 
teaches that the positive sequence component can be ?ltered 
off leaving only the negative-sequence component Which 
can be fed to an observer used to extract ?ux angle position 
information. 

[0017] Unfortunately, algorithms like the algorithm 
described in the LorenZ article only Works Well if an 
induction machine is characteriZed by a single sinusoidally 
distributed spatial saliency. As knoWn in the art, in reality, 
motor currents exhibit more than a single spatial saliency in 
part due to the fact that PWM inverters produce a plethora 
of harmonics. As a result, the phase current negative 
sequence comprises a complicated spectrum that renders the 
method described in the LorenZ article relatively inaccurate. 

[0018] Injection type saliency tracking algorithms employ 
a Zero sequence high frequency current or voltage compo 
nent instead of the negative sequence current component. 
One such technique is described in an article that issued in 
the IEEE IAS publication, pp. 2290-2297, Oct. 3-7, 1999, 
Phoenix AriZ., Which is entitled “A NeW Zero Frequency 
Flux Position Detection Approach For Direct Field Orien 
tation Control Drives” (hereinafter “the Consoli article”). 
The Consoli article teaches that the main ?eld of an induc 
tion machine saturates during system operation Which 
causes the spatial distribution of the air gap ?ux to assume 
a ?attened sinusoidal Waveform including all odd harmonics 
and dominated by the third harmonic of the fundamental. 
The third harmonic ?ux component linking the stator Wind 
ings induces a third harmonic voltage component (i.e., a 
voltage Zero sequence) that is alWays orthogonal to the ?ux 
component and that can therefore be used to determine the 
?ux position. Unfortunately, the third harmonic frequency is 
loW band Width and therefore not particularly suitable for 
instantaneous position determination needed for loW speed 
control. 

[0019] The Consoli article further teaches that Where a 
high frequency signal is injected into a rotating system, the 
injected signal produces a variation in the saturation level 
that depends on the relative positions of the main rotating 
?eld and high frequency rotating ?eld. Due to the funda 
mental component of the main ?eld, the impedance pre 
sented to the high frequency injected signal varies in space 
and this spatial variance results in an unbalanced impedance 
system. The unbalanced system produces, in addition to the 
fundamental Zero sequence component of air gap ?ux and 
voltage, additional high frequency components having angu 
lar frequencies represented by the folloWing equation: 

[0020] Where: 

[0021] whlzs=the high frequency voltage Zero 
sequence component frequency; 

[0022] wh=the high frequency injection signal fre 
quency; 

[0023] uul=fundamental stator frequency ?rst har 
monic frequency; and 

[0024] Where the sign “1” is negative if the high frequency 
“injected” signal has a direction that is the same as the 
fundamental ?eld direction and is positive if the injected 
signal has a direction opposite the fundamental ?eld direc 
tion. 
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[0025] In this case, referring to FIGS. 2a and 2b, a Zero 
sequence air gap ?ux component khfZS that results from the 
complex interaction of the Zero sequence ?ux produced by 
the fundamental component and the impressed high fre 
quency injected signals induces a Zero sequence voltage 
component Vhfzs on the stator Winding that alWays leads the 
Zero sequence ?ux component khfZS by 90°. The maximum 
Zero sequence ?ux component khfZS alWays occurs When the 
main and high frequency rotating ?elds are aligned and in 
phase and the minimum Zero sequence ?ux component khfZS 
alWays occurs When the main and high frequency rotating 
?elds are aligned but in opposite phase. Thus, in theory, by 
tracking the Zero crossing points of the high frequency Zero 
sequence component Vhfzs and the instances When minimum 
and maximum values of the high frequency Zero sequence 
voltage component Vhfzs occur, the position of the high 
frequency rotating ?eld @b can be used to determine the 
main air gap ?ux position 0m. 

[0026] For instance, referring to in FIGS. 2a and 2b, and 
also to FIGS. 9 and 10, at time t1 (see FIG. 9) When voltage 
Vhfzs is transitioning from positive to negative and crosses 
Zero, the main ?eld Frn is in phase and aligned With the high 
frequency ?ux khfZS (i.e., ?eld Fh) Which lags voltage Vhfzs 
by 90° and therefore main ?eld angle 0rn is 0h—rc/2 (Where 0h 
is the high frequency injected signal angle). As indicated in 
FIG. 2b, at time t1 voltage Vhfzs has a Zero value. Never 
theless, in FIG. 9 voltage Vhfzs is illustrated as having a 
magnitude so that angle 0h is illustrated as having a mag 
nitude so that angle 0b can be illustrated. Similar comments 
are applicable to FIG. 10 and time t3. 

[0027] At time t2 Where voltage Vhfzs reaches a minimum 
value, the main ?eld Pm and ?ux khfZS are in quadrature and 
therefore main ?eld angle Frn can be expressed as 0h—rc (i.e., 
90° betWeen signal Vhfzs and ?ux khfZS and another 90° 
betWeen ?ux khfZS and main ?eld frn for a total of At time 
t3 (see FIG. 10) Where voltage Vhfzs is transitioning from 
negative to positive through Zero, the main ?eld is out of 
phase With ?ux khfZS and therefore main ?eld angle 0rn can 
be expressed as 0h—3rc/2. Similarly, at time t4 voltage Vhfzs 
reaches a maximum value With the main ?eld Frn and ?ux 
km (i.e., ?eld Fh) again in quadrature and main ?eld Frn 
leading ?ux khfZS and therefore main ?eld angle 0rn is equal 
to high frequency angel 0h. 

[0028] Unfortunately, as in the case of the negative current 
component signal employed by LorenZ, high frequency Zero 
sequence feedback signals contain a complicated harmonic 
spectrum mostly due to the PWM technique employed 
Where the spectrum can be represented by the folloWing 
equations: 

[0029] Where: 

[0030] whlzs, whzzs, wh4zs, etc., are components of a 
harmonic spectrum of a high frequency current (or 
voltage) Zero sequence signal and (n1, (n2, 004, etc., 
are the 1st, 2nd, 4th, etc harmonic frequencies of the 
fundamental stator frequency. The 1 signs are deter 
mined according to the convention described above 
With respect to Equation 1. The complicated Zero 
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sequence spectrum renders the method described in 
Consoli relatively inaccurate. 

[0031] US. patent application Ser. No. 10/092,046 (here 
inafter “the ’046 reference”) Which is entitled “Flux Position 
Identi?er Using High Frequency Injection With The Pres 
ence Of A Rich Harmonic Spectrum In A Responding 
Signal” Which Was ?led Mar. 5, 2002 and Which is com 
monly oWned With the present invention is incorporated 
herein by reference. Consistent With the comments above, 
the ’046 reference teaches that When a high frequency 
injection signal is injected into an induction based system 
Which is operating at a stator fundamental frequency, the 
high frequency signal interacts With the stator ?eld to 
generate a resulting high frequency current (and correspond 
ing voltage) that has a complicated initial high frequency 
spectrum that includes a component at the injection fre 
quency as Well as components (hereinafter “sideband com 
ponents”) at various frequencies Within sidebands about the 
injection frequency that are caused by inverter harmonics as 
Well as interaction betWeen system saliencies and the 
injected signals. The sideband components are at frequen 
cies equal to the injection frequency plus or minus multiples 
of the fundamental frequency. For instance, Where the 
injection frequency is 500 HZ and the fundamental fre 
quency is 2 HZ, the sideband components may include 
frequencies of 494 HZ, 496 HZ, 498 HZ, 502 HZ, 504 HZ, 506 
HZ, etc. 

[0032] In addition, the ’046 reference recognizes that, 
given a speci?c motor control system con?guration (i.e., 
speci?c hardWare and programmed operation), a dominant 
sideband frequency has the largest amplitude. This dominant 
sideband frequency for the system con?guration alWays 
corresponds to the sum of the injection frequency and a 
speci?c harmonic of the fundamental Where the speci?c 
harmonic number is a function of system design and oper 
ating parameters. For instance, given a ?rst system con?gu 
ration, the system speci?c dominant sideband frequency 
may be the sum of the injection frequency and the 4th 
harmonic of the fundamental While, given a second system 
con?guration, the system speci?c dominant sideband fre 
qjljency may be the sum of the injection frequency and the 
2 harmonic of the fundamental frequency. The harmonic 
With the largest amplitude that is added to the injection 
frequency to obtain the dynamic sideband frequency corre 
sponding to a speci?c system is referred to hereinafter as the 
system speci?c dominant harmonic number For 
instance, in the tWo examples above the system speci?c DHs 
are 4 and 2, respectively. 

[0033] Moreover, the ’046 reference recogniZes that dur 
ing a commissioning procedure, the system speci?c DH can 
be determined using a FFT analysis or using a spectrum 
analyZer or some other similar type of device. Thus, in the 
case of the ?rst and second exemplary systems above, the 4th 
and 2nd harmonics Would be identi?ed, respectively, as 
corresponding system speci?c DHs. 

[0034] In light of the above realiZations, the ’046 reference 
teaches a system designed to strip the injection frequency 
value out of each initial spectrum frequency thereby gener 
ating a loW frequency spectrum including a separate fre 
quency corresponding to each of the initial spectrum fre 
quencies. For instance, in the above example Where the 
fundamental and injection frequencies are 2 HZ and 500 HZ, 
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respectively, and assuming sideband frequencies Within the 
initial spectrum at 494 HZ, 496 HZ, 498 HZ, 502 HZ, 504 HZ 
and 506 HZ, after stripping, the loW frequency spectrum 
includes modi?ed sideband frequencies at —6 HZ, —4 HZ, —2 
HZ, 2 HZ, 4 HZ and 6 HZ. 

[0035] After the loW frequency spectrum value has been 
generated, the ’046 reference teaches that the loW frequency 
spectrum can be divided by the system speci?c dominant 
harmonic number DH thereby generating a modi?ed fre 
quency spectrum Where the dominant frequency value is the 
fundamental frequency (i.e., fundamental frequency value 
has the largest amplitude). 

[0036] More speci?cally, at least one embodiment dis 
closed in the ’046 reference ?lters out the positive sequence 
components of the high frequency feedback currents and 
generates stationary high frequency 0t and [3-aXis negative 
sequence components. These stationary components are 
orthogonal and together include the noisy initial spectrum 
about the high injection frequency. 

[0037] As Well knoWn in the art, in the case of any 
stationary to synchronous component signal conversion, an 
angle that corresponds to the rotating components must be 
knoWn. Where the angle is accurate, the resulting synchro 
nous d and q-aXis components are essentially DC values. 
HoWever, Where the angle is inaccurate, the resulting com 
ponents ?uctuate and the resulting d and q-aXis components 
are not completely synchronous. 

[0038] The ’046 reference teaches that a phase locked loop 
(PLL) adaptively generates a high frequency angle estimate 
that includes components corresponding to all high frequen 
cies in the stationary 0t and [3-aXis negative sequence com 
ponents. The angle estimate is used to convert the stationary 
high frequency 0t and [3-aXis negative-sequence components 
to synchronous d and q-aXis negative-sequence components. 
Thereafter, one of the d or q-aXis components is negated and 
the resulting negated or difference value is fed to a PI 
controller or the like to step up the difference value and 
generate the loW frequency spectrum. 

[0039] The angle estimate is adaptively generated by 
adding the high injection frequency and the loW frequency 
spectrum to generate a combined frequency spectrum and 
then integrating the combined frequency spectrum. Thus, the 
angle estimate is accurate When the combined frequency 
spectrum matches the actual frequency spectrum that eXists 
in the stationary 0t and [3-aXis negative sequence components 
and, Where there is a difference betWeen the combined 
frequency spectrum and the stationary 0t and [3-aXis com 
ponents, that difference is re?ected in the synchronous d and 
q-aXis components Which adaptively drive the PI regulator 
and adjusts the loW frequency spectrum. 

[0040] The loW frequency spectrum is combined math 
ematically With the system speci?c dominant harmonic 
number to generate a stator fundamental frequency estimate. 
After the stator frequency is identi?ed, the stator frequency 
can be integrated to generate an air gap ?uX angle estimate 
Frn and other operating parameters of interest in control 
systems. 

[0041] According to another embodiment described in the 
’046 reference, instead of employing the three phase feed 
back currents to identify the complex frequency spectrum, a 
Zero sequence voltage or current signal is employed. To this 
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end, unlike the case Where the high frequency current is 
resolved into quadrature d and q-aXis components, the Zero 
sequence embodiment includes a feedback loop that only 
senses and feeds back a single common mode component. 
With the Zero sequence voltage (or current) feedback signal 
being a stationary ot-aXis signal, an arti?cial stationary 
[3-aXis signal is generated by integrating the ot-aXis signal to 
generate an integrated signal, loW pass ?ltering the inte 
grated signal to generate a ?ltered signal and subtracting the 
?ltered signal from the integrated signal thereby providing 
the high frequency component of the integrated signal as the 
[3-aXis signal. 
[0042] Consistent With the high frequency current 
eXample described above, after the 0t and arti?cial [3-aXis 
components are generated, the stationary 0t and [3-aXis 
signals are converted to synchronous high frequency d and 
q-aXis signals and one of the d or q-aXis signals is used to 
drive the PLL. Operation of the PLL in this embodiment is 
similar to operation of the embodiment described above. 

[0043] While the concepts described in the ’046 reference 
are advantageous and suitable for certain applications Where 
PLL capabilities are supported, in other cases such capabili 
ties are not supported or preferably are not supported and 
therefore some other method for determining the main ?eld 
?uX angle in a rich harmonic system Would be advantageous. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0044] It has been recogniZed that the clearest and most 
accurately recogniZable component of the high frequency 
Zero sequence feedback signal and hence the component 
optimally used to identify the ?uX angle is the dominant 
harmonic component. It has also been recogniZed, hoWever, 
that the dominant harmonic Zero sequence feedback com 
ponent cannot be employed directly in a Consoli type ?uX 
angle determining algorithm to yield accurate instantaneous 
?uX angle values. To this end, assume that the fundamental 
frequency is 1 HZ, the frequency of the injected voltage is 
500 HZ, a high frequency ?rst harmonic is 501 HZ and that 
a high frequency second harmonic is 502 HZ. In addition, for 
the purposes of this explanation, assume that the high 
frequency second harmonic is the dominant harmonic com 
ponent. Referring to FIGS. 3a and 3b, FIG. 3b includes 
Waveforms Vh+1 and Vh+2 While FIG. 3a includes Waveform 
0h. Waveform Vh+1 is similar to Waveform Vhfzs in FIG. 2b 
and corresponds to the 501 HZ high frequency ?rst har 
monic, Waveform Vh+2 corresponds to the 502 HZ high 
frequency second harmonic. Wave form 0h is the instanta 
neous phase angle of the 500 HZ high frequency injected 
voltage. 

[0045] According to Consoli, each instance corresponding 
to a Zero crossing, maXimum or minimum of the high 
frequency ?rst harmonic Vh+1 can be used as a trigger to 
identify the main air gap ?uX angle 0rn according to a 
standard set of four equations. Thus, for points 1 through 4 
in FIG. 3a that correspond to a maXimum value, a Zero 
crossing from positive to negative, a minimum value and a 
Zero crossing from negative to positive on the high fre 
quency ?rst harmonic Vh+1, respectively, the folloWing 
equations can be used to identify angle em. 
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for points 3 and 7: ®Iu=®h—n Eq. 8 

for points 4 and 8: ®Iu=®h—3n/2 Eq. 9 

[0046] respectively. Similarly, during the next cycle of the 
injected high frequency voltage, at points 5, 6, 7 and 8 
corresponding to maximum, Zero crossing from positive to 
negative, minimum and Zero crossing from negative to 
positive instances of high frequency ?rst harmonic Vh+1, 
equations 6-9 can be used, respectively, to identify angle 0m. 

[0047] Points 1 and 5 de?ne a main ?ux common equation 
line 200. As its label implies, line 200 corresponds to angles 
0X that are phase shifted 2st from the main ?ux angel 0rn such 
that, if angle 0X can be determined at any point on line 200, 
angle 0rn can be determined by subtracting 27 from the 
determined angle 0X—hence equation 6 above. Similarly, 
each of lines 202, 204 and 206 de?ned by point pairs 2 and 
6, 3 and 7, and 4 and 8 is a main ?ux common equation line 
corresponding to angles 0X that are phase shifted 31/2, at and 
375/2 from main ?ux angle 0m. 

[0048] Referring still to FIGS. 3a and 3b, While phase 
angle Waveform 0h intersects each common equation line 
200, 202, 204 and 206 at one of the high frequency ?rst 
harmonic Zero crossing, maximum or minimum instances 
and hence the angle 0X (i.e., 0b) can be determined at each 
of points 1 through 4, unfortunately, the Zero crossing, 
maximum and minimum times of second harmonic Vh+2 do 
not similarly align With points 1 through 4 (i.e., do not align 
With the intersection of knoWn common equation lines and 
injected angle Waveform 0h). For example, as illustrated, a 
vertical line 210 corresponding to the maximum value of 
second harmonic Waveform Vh+2 during the ?rst illustrated 
cycle occurs before the vertical line 212 corresponding to 
the maximum value of ?rst harmonic Waveform Vh+2 and 
therefore Would intersect Waveform oh before point 1. In this 
case Equation 6 above Would not be valid. Similarly, each of 
the vertical lines (not separately labeled) corresponding to 
the positive to negative Zero crossing, minimum value and 
negative to positive Zero crossing of second harmonic Wave 
form Vh+2 during the ?rst illustrated cycle occur before the 
vertical lines corresponding to the positive to negative Zero 
crossing, minimum value and negative to positive Zero 
crossing of ?rst harmonic Waveform Vh+1 and therefore 
none of Equations 7-9 could be used to accurately determine 
angle 0rn at those instances. It should be appreciated that the 
degree of phase shift betWeen similar points (e.g., positive to 
negative Zero crossings) on the ?rst and second harmonic 
Waveforms Vh+1 and Vh+2, respectively, changes during 
consecutive high frequency cycles and therefore is dif?cult 
to track. 

[0049] Thus, Consoli’s Equations 6-9 above do not Work 
With the high frequency second harmonic. Although not 
illustrated, the Consoli Equations also do not Work With 
other dominant harmonics including the 4th, the 8th, etc., as 
the Zero crossing and maximum and minimum times asso 
ciated With those harmonics likeWise do not align With 
points 1 through 4 (i.e., With intersecting points of common 
equation lines and the angle Gb of the high frequency 
injected signal). 
[0050] Referring yet again to FIG. 3a, in addition to 
Waveform 0h, FIG. 3a also includes a modi?ed angle 
Waveform 011D that is determined by integrating the ratio of 
the frequency of the injected high frequency signal and the 
dominant harmonic number DH. Here, consistent With the 
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present example Where the injected signal has a frequency of 
500 HZ and the dominant harmonic number DH is 2, angle 
011D corresponds to a frequency of 250 HZ (i.e., 500/2). 

[0051] FIG. 3b includes Waveform (Vh+2)/2 Which corre 
sponds to the high frequency second harmonic divided by 
tWo (i.e., the frequency is divided by 2). Thus, in the present 
example, Waveform (Vh+2)/2 has a frequency of 251 (i.e., 
502/2). Hereinafter Waveform (Vh+2)/2 Will be referred to as 
the modi?ed second harmonic. 

[0052] Referring speci?cally to Waveforms 011D and (Vh+ 
2)/2, it should be appreciated that the times of the maximum, 
Zero crossing from positive to negative, minimum and Zero 
crossing from negative to positive instances align With 
points b, d, k and n on Waveform 011D Where points b, d, k 
and n reside on common equation lines 200, 202, 204 and 
206, respectively. Thus, at times corresponding to points b, 
d, k, and n equations similar to equations 6-9 above can be 
used to determine the main ?ux angle 0m, the only difference 
being that the instantaneous modi?ed angle 011D is substi 
tuted for the instantaneous high frequency angle 0h. Impor 
tantly, the maximum positive to negative Zero crossing, 
minimum and negative to positive Zero crossing times of 
modi?ed second harmonic (Vh+2)/2 occur at positive to 
negative and negative to positive Zero crossing times during 
tWo consecutive cycles of second harmonic Vh+2 and there 
fore can be easily determined from the second harmonic 
Zero sequence feedback signal. 

[0053] While using equations 6-9 at times corresponding 
to maximum, positive to negative Zero crossing, minimum 
and negative to positive Zero crossing instances of modi?ed 
second harmonic (Vh+2)/2 advantageously yields four (e.g., 
at points b, d, k and n) ?ux angle 0rn values every modi?ed 
second harmonic cycle, four values per modi?ed second 
harmonic cycle is only half the values that Consoli provides 
over the same cycle period. It has also bee recogniZed that 
four additional 0rn values at points a, c, e and m (see again 
FIG. 3a) can be determined by identifying the maximum 
and minimum times of tWo consecutive cycles of second 
harmonic Vh+2 Where points a and e correspond to consecu 
tive maximum times and points c and m correspond to 
consecutive minimum times and solving equations similar to 
equations 6-9. For points a, c, e and m, as for points b, d, k 
and n, instantaneous angle 011D is substituted for angle 0h. In 
addition, the shift angles are modi?ed as points a, c, e and 
m reside on common equation lines 220, 222, 224 and 226 
Where the shift angels are 775/4, 313/4, 3J'IZ/f and 5J'c/r, respec 
tively. The resulting equations for points a, b, c, d, e, k, m 
and n are: 

for points a: 0m=0hD—7n/4 Eq. 10 

for points b: 0m0hD—2n Eq. 11 

for points 0: 0m=0hD—n/4 Eq. 12 

for points d: 0m=0hD—n/2 Eq. 13 

for points e: 0m=0hD—3n/4 Eq. 14 

for points k: 0m=0hD—n Eq. 15 

for points m: 0m=0hD—5n/4 Eq. 16 

for points n: 0m=0hD—3n/2 Eq. 17 

[0054] Thus, for the ?rst four points a, b, c and d the 
maximum, minimum and Zero crossing times of a leading or 
?rst period of the second harmonic Zero sequence feedback 
signal are used to determine main ?eld ?ux angle 0m and, for 
the next four points e, k, m and n, the maximum, minimum 
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and Zero crossing times of a following or second period of 
the second harmonic Zero sequence feedback signal are used 
to determine ?uX angle 0rn so that angle 0rnrn is pieced 
together over consecutive high frequency cycles and per 
formance as good as Consoli’s is achieved despite rich 
harmonics and a dominant harmonic number of tWo. 

[0055] In the case of a system that generates a dominant 
fourth harmonic feedback signal (i.e., DH=4), angle @hD and 
hence @m are determined during four consecutive cycles of 
the fourth harmonic Zero sequence signal. In this case, angle 
@hD is determined by integrating the ratio of the frequency 
of the injected voltage divided by dominant harmonic num 
ber DH=4 and siXteen equations similar to equations 10 
through 17 are used to shift the resulting modi?ed angle 011D 
by different shift angles thereby generating siXteen angel 0rn 
determinations (i.e., the same number of 0m determinations 
as provided by Consoli during the same period). As a general 
rule, the shift angles (i.e., the angles added to the dominant 
harmonic angles @1113) are multiples of 2J'E/4DH and thus the 
siXteen equations have different shift angles ranging from 
31/8 to 2st separated by 31/8. 

[0056] Thus, one object of the invention is to provide a 
method and apparatus that identi?es the main ?uX angle in 
rich harmonic systems that has performance characteristics 
similar to the characteristics of Consoli. As described above, 
the present invention performs as Well as Consoli despite 
rich harmonics and irrespective of Which harmonic is domi 
nant in a feedback signal. 

[0057] Another object is to provide a method and appa 
ratus that accurately provides ?uX angle values in a rich 
harmonic system. Here instead of providing angle 0rn esti 
mates at the same rate as Consoli, in some embodiments 
Where less frequent updates are required, feWer equations 
may be employed: For instance, instead of employing all 
eight Equations 10-17, one embodiment may employ only 
Equation 11, 13, 15 and 17 at corresponding times to 
identify 0rn at points b, d, k and n. 

[0058] Consistent With the above, the invention includes a 
method for use With a controller that uses a ?uX angle 
position value to control a three phase induction machine, 
the method for determining an instantaneous ?uX angle 
position value in the machine Where the machine is charac 
teriZed by a system speci?c dominant harmonic frequency 
number DH that is at least tWo, the method comprising the 
steps of injecting a high frequency voltage signal having a 
high frequency value into the machine thereby generating a 
high frequency current Within the stator Windings, obtaining 
a high frequency feedback signal from the machine, math 
ematically combining the high frequency value and the 
dominant harmonic number DH to provide an instantaneous 
modi?ed angle, using the feedback signal to identify X 
consecutive calculating instances during each Y consecutive 
feedback signal cycles Where Y is at least tWo, at each of the 
X different calculating instances, identifying an instanta 
neous ?uX angle position value by mathematically combin 
ing a shift angle With the modi?ed angle Where the shift 
angles corresponding to each of the X different calculating 
instances are all different and providing the instantaneous 
?uX angle position value to the controller. Here the high 
frequency Zero sequence signal may be either a high fre 
quency Zero sequence current feedback signal or a high 
frequency Zero sequence voltage feedback signal. 
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[0059] The invention also includes a method for use With 
a controller that uses a ?uX angle position value to control 
a three phase induction machine, the method for determining 
an instantaneous ?uX angle position value in the machine 
Where the machine is characteriZed by a system speci?c 
dominant harmonic frequency number DH that is at least 
tWo, the method comprising the steps of injecting a high 
frequency voltage signal having a high frequency value into 
the machine thereby generating a high frequency current 
Within the stator Windings, obtaining one of a high frequency 
Zero sequence voltage feedback signal and a high frequency 
Zero sequence current feedback signal from the machine, 
dividing the high frequency value and the dominant har 
monic number DH to provide an instantaneous modi?ed 
angle, using the feedback signal to identify four consecutive 
calculating instances during each of Y consecutive feedback 
signal cycles Where Y is at least tWo, at each of the 
calculating instances during the Y consecutive feedback 
signal cycles, identifying an instantaneous ?uX angle posi 
tion value by mathematically combining a shift angle With 
the instantaneous modi?ed angle Where the shift angles 
corresponding to each of the calculating instances during the 
Y consecutive feedback signal cycles are all unique shift 
angles and providing the instantaneous ?uX angle position 
value to the controller. 

[0060] In addition, the invention includes a method for use 
With a controller that uses a ?uX angle position value to 
control a three phase induction machine, the method for 
determining an instantaneous ?ux angle position value in the 
machine Where the machine is characteriZed by a system 
speci?c dominant harmonic frequency number DH that is at 
least tWo, the method comprising the steps of injecting a 
high frequency voltage signal having a high frequency into 
the machine thereby generating a high frequency current 
Within the stator Windings, obtaining one of a high frequency 
Zero sequence voltage feedback signal and a high frequency 
Zero sequence current feedback signal from the machine, 
integrating the feedback signal to generate a quadrature 
signal, identifying the Zero crossing times of each of the 
feedback signal and the quadrature signal, dividing the high 
frequency by the dominant harmonic number DH to provide 
an instantaneous modi?ed angle, at each of the Zero crossing 
times during DH consecutive feedback signal cycles, iden 
tifying an instantaneous ?uX angle position value by math 
ematically combining a shift angle With the instantaneous 
modi?ed angle Where the shift angles corresponding to each 
of the Zero crossing times during the DH consecutive feed 
back signal cycles are all unique shift angles and are 
multiples of 2J'E/4DH and providing the instantaneous ?uX 
angle position value to the controller. 

[0061] Furthermore, the invention includes an apparatus 
for use With a controller that uses a ?uX angle position value 
to control a three phase induction machine, the apparatus for 
determining an instantaneous ?uX angle position value in the 
machine Where the machine is characteriZed by a system 
speci?c dominant harmonic frequency number DH that is at 
least tWo, the apparatus comprising a programmed processor 
performing the steps of: injecting a high frequency voltage 
signal having a high frequency value into the machine 
thereby generating a high frequency current Within the stator 
Windings, obtaining a high frequency feedback signal from 
the machine, mathematically combining the high frequency 
value and the dominant harmonic number DH to provide an 
instantaneous modi?ed angle, using the feedback signal to 
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identify X consecutive calculating instances during each Y 
consecutive feedback signal cycles Where Y is at least tWo, 
at each of the X different calculating instances, identifying 
an instantaneous ?ux angle position value by mathemati 
cally combining a shift angle With the instantaneous modi 
?ed angle Where the shift angles corresponding to each of 
the X different calculating instances are all different and 
providing the instantaneous ?ux angle position value to the 
controller. 

[0062] These and other objects, advantages and aspects of 
the invention Will become apparent from the folloWing 
description. In the description, reference is made to the 
accompanying draWings Which form a part hereof, and in 
Which there is shoWn a preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion. Such embodiment does not necessarily represent the 
full scope of the invention and reference is made therefore, 
to the claims herein for interpreting the scope of the inven 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0063] FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW in cross section of an 
induction motor shoWing instantaneous locations of a rotor 
?ux, a stator mmf and the torque and ?ux components of the 
stator mmf; 

[0064] FIGS. 2a and 2b are related graphs Where FIG. 2a 
illustrates an exemplary high frequency angle and FIG. 2b 
illustrates corresponding high frequency Zero sequence volt 
age and ?ux signals; 

[0065] FIG. 3a is similar to FIG. 2a, albeit illustrating 
both a high frequency angle and modi?ed angle having a 
frequency that is half that of the high frequency angle and 
FIG. 3b illustrates a ?rst harmonic Zero sequence, a second 
harmonic Zero sequence and a modi?ed Waveform having a 
frequency that is half the second harmonic frequency; 

[0066] FIG. 4 is a How chart illustrating an inventive 
method according to the present invention; 

[0067] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a motor control 
system according to the present invention; 

[0068] FIG. 6 a schematic diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of the ?ux angle determiner of FIG. 5; 

[0069] FIGS. 7 and 8 are schematic diagrams that 
together illustrate the components of one embodiment of the 
?ux angle estimator of FIG. 6; 

[0070] FIG. 9 is a phasor diagram illustrating the rela 
tionship betWeen various system operating parameters in a 
system including a high frequency injection voltage; 

[0071] FIG. 10 is similar to FIG. 9 albeit at a different 
instant in time; 

[0072] FIG. 11 is a How chart illustrating an exemplary 
method performed by the components of FIGS. 6 and 7 
above; 
[0073] FIG. 12 is a How chart illustrating an exemplary 
method performed by the components of FIG. 8; and 

[0074] FIG. 13 is a graph and timing diagram illustrating 
a high frequency Zero sequence feedback signal and a 
corresponding quadrature signal and timing diagrams cor 
responding to the components illustrated in FIG. 8. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0075] In the description that folloWs, an superscript 
denotes a command signal, an “f” subscript denotes a 
feedback signal, an “h” subscript denotes a high frequency 
signal, an “i” denotes that a corresponding signal relates to 
a current signal, a “V” denotes that a signal relates to a 
voltage signal, a “d” subscript denotes that a signal corre 
sponds to a synchronous d-axis, a “q” subscript denotes that 
a signal corresponds to a synchronous q-axis, “u”, “v” and 
“W” subscripts denote that corresponding signals relate to 
each of ?rst, second and third system phases, a “Zs” sub 
script also denotes a Zero sequence signal, a “sW” subscript 
denotes a square Wave, an “ox” subscript denotes a station 
ary ot-axis signal and a “[3” subscript denotes a stationary 
[3-axis signal. 
[0076] While the folloWing description details various 
blocks, steps, and functions, it should be remembered that all 
of these elements are meant to be implemented in softWare 
as computer programs and represent algorithms for execu 
tion by a conventional-type digital processor adapted for 
industrial applications. Hereinafter a general inventive 
method Will ?rst be described and thereafter a more detailed 
exemplary method Will be described in the context of a 
control system. 

[0077] Referring noW to the draWings Wherein like refer 
ence characters represent similar elements and signals 
throughout the several vieWs and, more speci?cally, a refer 
ring to FIG. 4, a general method 80 according to at least one 
aspect of the present invention is illustrated. Beginning at 
block 82, a high frequency voltage signal is injected into an 
operating machine thereby generating a high frequency 
current Within stator Windings of the machine. At block 84, 
a high frequency Zero sequence feedback signal is obtained. 
Here, the feedback may be either a voltage or a current 
feedback signal. Hereinafter, unless indicated otherWise, it 
Will be assumed that the feedback signal is a Zero sequence 
voltage feedback signal Vhfzs and the Zero sequence signal 
Will be referred to generically With label (XZS. Continuing, at 
block 86, feedback signal (1.25 is integrated to generate a 
quadrature signal [325 and at block 88 Zero crossing times of 
each of the feedback signal (X25 and the quadrature signal [325 
are identi?ed. 

[0078] At block 90, the frequency of the injected signal is 
divided by the dominant harmonic number DH and the 
resulting ratio is integrated to provide an instantaneous 
modi?ed angle 011D. At block 92, at each of the Zero crossing 
times during DH consecutive feedback signal cycles, a 
different shift angle is subtracted from the instantaneous 
modi?ed angle to identify an instantaneous ?ux angle 0m. At 
block 94, the instantaneous ?ux angle value is provided to 
a system controller for use according to any of several 
different algorithms Well knoWn in the art. 

[0079] NoW, for a more detailed description of an exem 
plary embodiment of the invention, reference is made to 
FIG. 5 Where the present invention Will be described in the 
context of an exemplary motor control system 10 including 
a plurality of summers 12, 14, 20, 22 and 24, a plurality of 
multipliers 34, 36 and 38, a current regulator 16, a 2-3 phase 
and synchronous to stationary frame transformer 18, a PWM 
inverter 26, a three phase motor 28, an integrator 30, a sine 
table 32, an A-D converter 40, a 3-2 phase and stationary to 
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synchronous frame transformer 42, a ?uX angle determiner 
46, a scalar 41 and a notch ?lter 52. In addition, depending 
on the system con?guration employed, the system may 
further include one of a voltage Zero sequence determiner 69 
and a current Zero sequence determiner 67. 

[0080] Generally, system 10 receives tWo phase current 
command signals if and id* and, based thereon, generates 
three phase voltages on motor supply lines linked to motor 
28 to drive motor 28 in a desired fashion. The three phase 
voltages V*u, V*V and V*W together generate currents Within 
each of the three motor phases. At least tWo of the three 
phase currents are sensed using hall effect sensors or some 
other suitable sensors (not numbered) and are provided as 
feedback currents to a feedback loop that is provided to 
eliminate the difference betWeen the command currents if 
and id* and the resulting currents delivered to motor 28. 

[0081] Command currents if and id* are provided to 
summers 14 and 12, respectively. The three phase motor 
currents are converted in a manner Which Will be described 
in more detail beloW to tWo phase d and q access feedback 
currents idf and iqf, respectively, the tWo phase feedback 
currents idf and iqf being provided to summers 12 and 14, 
respectively. Summer 12 subtracts the d-aXis feedback cur 
rent idf from the d-aXis command current id* to generate a 
d-aXis error signal, Which is provided to regulator 16. 
Similarly, summer 14 subtracts the q-aXis feedback current 
iqf from the q-aXis command current if to generate an error 
signal, Which is provided to regulator 16. Regulator 16 
converts the current error signals to command voltage 
signals Vq* and Vd*, Which are provided to 2-3 phase and 
synchronous to stationary frame transformer 18. 

[0082] Transformer 18 receives phase angle 0rn from 
determiner 46 and, using the received angle, coverts the 
command voltages Vq* and Vd* to three phase command 
voltages V*u, V*V and V*W. The three phase command 
voltages are provided to summers 20, 22 and 24, respec 
tively. Each of summers 20, 22 and 24 also receives a high 
frequency injection voltage signal. Generation of the high 
frequency injection voltage signals is described in more 
detail beloW. Summer 20 adds the received signals (i.e., 
command signal V*u and the high frequency injection volt 
age signal) and generates a modi?ed single-phase voltage 
signal Vum, Which is provided to inverter 26. Similarly, each 
of summers 22 and 24 adds their respective received signals 
and provides an output modi?ed voltage signal VVrn and 
VWm, respectively, to inverter 26. Inverter 26 uses the 
modi?ed voltage signals Vum, VVrn and VWrn to generate the 
three phase voltages VV, VH and VW on the motor supply 
lines. 

[0083] Referring still to FIG. 5, in addition to command 
currents i*q and if, two other values are provided as inputs 
to system 10 and are speci?cally used to generate the high 
frequency injection voltage signals that are added to the 
three phase command voltages V*u, V*V and V*W via sum 
mers, 20, 22 and 24. Speci?cally, a peak high frequency 
magnitude signal Vbpeak and a high frequency signal 00h are 
provided. High frequency signal 00h is provided to deter 
miner 46 and to integrator 30, Which integrates the received 
signal and provides a high frequency angle 0h to sine table 
32. 

[0084] Sine table 32 has ?rst, second and third outputs 
Which are linked to multipliers 34, 36 and 38, respectively. 
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On the ?rst output (i.e., the output linked to multiplier 34), 
sine table 32 provides the sine of high frequency angle Oh. 
On the second output (i.e., the output linked to multiplier 
36), sine table 32 provides the sine Of (011+2J'c/3). On the 
third output (i.e., the output linked to multiplier 38), sine 
table 32 provides the sine of (011+4J'c/3). Thus, sine table 32 
generates three outputs Where the outputs are the sines of 
angles that are separated by 120°. 

[0085] The peak high frequency amplitude signal Vbpeak is 
also provided to each of multipliers 34, 36 and 38. Multiplier 
34 multiplies its received signals to generate the high 
frequency injection voltage signal provided to summer 20. 
Similarly, each of multipliers 36 and 38 multiplies their 
respective received signals together to generate high fre 
quency injection signals that are provided to summers 22 
and 24, respectively. As indicated above, summers 20, 22 
and 24 add the high frequency signals to the three phase 
command signals V*u, V*V and V*W to generate the modi 
?ed voltages V and VWrn to drive inverter 26. 

[0086] Referring still to FIG. 5, the feedback currents 
from the tWo of the three motor phases are provided to the 
analog to digital converter 40 and scalar 41 Which convert 
the received signals to digital signals and step up the signals 
Where appropriate by a scalar number. Scalar 41 provides 
current feedback signals iV and to notch ?lter 52. 

[0087] Notch ?lter 52 provides three-phase feedback cur 
rents flf and iWf including components only Within a speci?c 
notch range. More speci?cally, the notch range Will typically 
eXclude the high frequency 00h provided to integrator 30. In 
this manner, the injected high frequency currents should be 
?ltered out and should not directly effect the comparison of 
command and feedback currents by summers 12 and 14. 

[0088] The three phase currents output by notch ?lter 52 
are provided to the three to tWo phase and stationary to 
synchronous frame transformer 42. As Well knoWn in the 
controls art, any tWo phases of the three are enough for the 
three to tWo phase conversion and therefore, transformer 42 
uses any tWo of the three phase feedback currents (e.g., iuf 
and iWf) and electrical angle 0‘e provided by position-speed 
determiner 46 to generate the d and q-aXis feedback currents 
idf and iqf, respectively. As described above, the d and q-aXis 
feed back currents idf and iqf, respectively, are provided to 
summers 12 and 14 and are subtracted from corresponding 
command current signals if and id*. 

[0089] Referring still to FIG. 5, some embodiments Will 
include identi?er 69 While others Will include identi?er 67. 
While a system typically Would not include both identi?ers 
67 and 69 it is contemplated that some embodiments could 
include both identi?ers 67 and 69. Operation of the present 
invention is essentially identical irrespective of Which of 
identi?ers 67 or 69 is used With the invention. Therefore, in 
the interest of simplifying this explanation, unless indicated 
otherWise, the inventive concepts Will be described in the 
conteXt of a system including Zero sequence voltage iden 
ti?er 69. 

[0090] Referring still to FIG. 5, identi?er 69 receives 
voltage feedback signals from all three of the motor phases 
and is also linked to a neutral point of inverter 26. Identi?er 
69 includes a bandpass ?lter to generate the high frequency 
portion of the voltage Zero sequence. Operation of identi?ers 
like identi?er 69 is Well knoWn in the art and therefore Will 
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not be explained here in detail. Suf?ce it to say here that 
identi?er 69 generates Zero sequence high frequency voltage 
signals Vhfzs that is provided to determiner 46. In embodi 
ments including the Zero sequence current identi?er 67 
instead of the Zero sequence voltage identi?er 69, identi?er 
67 generates a high frequency feedback Zero sequence 
current signal Ihfzs Which is provided to determiner 46. As 
indicated above symbol (1.25 is used to refer generically to the 
Zero sequence feedback signal independent of Whether or 
not the Zero sequence signal is a current or a voltage signal. 

[0091] Referring noW to FIG. 6, exemplary components 
of ?ux angle determiner 46 in FIG. 5 include a divider 120, 
an integrator 100 and a ?ux angle estimator 102. Divider 120 
is programmed With a system speci?c dominant harmonic 
number DH Which is determined during a commissioning 
procedure in any of several different manners Well knoWn in 
the art. Divider 120 receives frequency 00h in radians per 
second and divides that value by the dominant harmonic 
number DH. That value is provided to integrator 100 Which 
integrates the received value thereby generating a modi?ed 
angle 011D. For example, Where the frequency of the injected 
signal is 500 HZ and the system speci?c dominant harmonic 
number DH is 2, divider 120 provides a 250 HZ value to 
integrator 100. Referring again to FIG. 3a, When the 250 HZ 
signal is integrated, a changing modi?ed angle 011D as 
illustrate in FIG. 3a is generated. In addition to receiving the 
instantaneous modi?ed angle 011D, estimator 102 also 
receives the Zero sequence feedback signal (XZS. Estimator 
102 uses the modi?ed angle 011D and Zero sequence feedback 
signal (1.25 to identify main ?eld ?ux 0m. 

[0092] Referring noW to FIGS. 7 and 8, components that 
comprise one embodiment of the ?ux angle estimator 102 in 
FIG. 6 are illustrated. Referring speci?cally to FIG. 7, a 
module 104 receives the Zero sequence signal (X25 and uses 
that signal to generate quadrature Zero sequence signal [325. 
To generate the quadrature signal [325, module 104 includes 
an integrator 150, a summer 154 and a loW pass ?lter 152. 
Integrator 150 receives Zero sequence signal (X25 and inte 
grates that signal thereby providing an integrated signal 
including a high frequency component and a loW frequency 
component. The integrated signal is provided to loW pass 
?lter 152 Which, as its label implies, loW pass ?lters the 
signal so that its output comprises the loW frequency com 
ponent. Summer 154 receives the integrated signal and 
subtracts the loW frequency component therefrom thereby 
generating quadrature Zero sequence signal [325. 

[0093] Each of signals (X25 and [325 are provided to a square 
Wave generator 106. As its label implies, square Wave 
generator 106 generates square Wave signals (XSW and [35W as 
a function of the receive signals (XZS and [32s. To this end, 
referring noW to FIG. 13, exemplary (X25 and [325 Waveforms 
are illustrated Where the tWo Waveforms are in quadrature. 
In addition, FIG. 13 includes a plurality of signals that are 
generated by square Wave generator 106 and other compo 
nents illustrated in FIG. 8. As illustrated, the square Wave 
(XSW provided by generator 106 is high When a corresponding 
Waveform (1.25 is positive and is loW When Waveform (1.25 is 
negative While square Wave [35W provided by generator 106 
is high When associated Waveform [325 is negative and is loW 
When Waveform [325 is positive. 

[0094] Referring noW to FIG. 8, estimator 102 compo 
nents in FIG. 8 include a plurality of JK ?ip-?ops collec 
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tively identi?ed by numeral 130, a pulse generating circuit 
132, a sWitch module 134 including a plurality of sWitches, 
tWo of Which are identi?ed by numerals 136 and 137, 
respectively, a summing module 138 that includes a plurality 
of summers, tWo of the summers identi?ed by numerals 139 
and 141, respectively, and a hold module 140. 

[0095] Flip-?op module 130 includes a plurality of ?ip 
?ops that are used to generate four DH different square 
Waves as a function of square Waves (XSW and SW. Although 
not illustrated, the nature of the ?ip-?ops and their operation 
should be apparent from the timing diagrams in FIG. 13. 
Consistent With the present example Where the dominant 
harmonic number DH is 2, tWelve separate ?ip-?ops FF-l 
through FF-12 are provided in module 130. The ?rst ?ip-?op 
FF-l receives Waveform (XSW and changes state each time 
Waveform (XSW goes positive thereby generating a square 
Wave signal otSW+/2 Which has a frequency half that of (XSW. 
Similarly, the second ?ip-?op FF-2 receives Waveform (XSW 
and changes its state each time Waveform (XSW changes from 
positive to negative thereby generating a square Wave signal 
(XSW_/2 having a frequency that is half the frequency of 
Waveform (XSW. 

[0096] Referring still to FIG. 13, the third ?ip-?op FF-3 
receives signal [35W and changes state Whenever Waveform 
[35w goes high thereby generating a square Wave signal [3SW+/2 
having a frequency half of that of Waveform [35W In addition, 
the fourth ?ip-?op FF-4 receives Waveform [35W and changes 
state each time Waveform [35W goes loW thereby generating 
a square Wave signal [3SW_/2 Which, again, has a frequency 
that is half the frequency of Waveform SW. 

[0097] Each one of the ?rst through fourth ?ip-?ops 
provides its output to tWo additional ?ip-?ops Which, in the 
fashion similar to that described above, generates tWo other 
square Waves Where each of the other square Waves has a 
frequency Which is half that of the received signal. For 
example, referring still to FIG. 13, Waveform [3SW_/2 is 
provide to ?fth and ninth ?ip-?ops FF-5 and FF-9, respec 
tively, to generate tWo additional Waveforms [33/4 and [351/4 
Where ?fth ?ip-?op FF-5 changes state each time signals 
[3SW_/2 goes high While ?ip-?op FF-9 changes state each 
time Waveform [3SW_/2 goes loW. Similarly, Waveform 
otSW+/2 is provided to each of ?ip-?ops FF-6 and FF-10, 
Waveform (XSW_/2 is provided to each ?ip-?ops FF-S and 
FF-12 and Waveform [3SW+/2 is provided to each ?ip-?ops 
FF-7 and FF-ll to generate Waveforms (xx/2, (xx/2, 0t“, (1.2“, 
[331/4 and 673/4, respectively. Referring again to FIG. 8, each 
of Waveforms Bar/m arr/b [33n/4> am Bin/m a3n/2> [371/4 and 0'2“ 
are provided to pulse generator 132. 

[0098] Referring still to FIG. 13, importantly, Waveforms 
[5n/4> arr/b [53n/4> am [55mm Gan/v [571/4 and 0'2“ can be used 
together during tWo consecutive cycles of Zero sequence 
feedback signal (1.25 to identify times When signal (1.25 is at a 
minimum value, transitions from negative to positive, is at 
a maximum value and transitions from positive to negative 
during the ?rst cycle and is at a minimum value, transitions 
from negative to positive, is at a maximum value and 
transitions from positive to negative during the second 
cycle, respectively. In this regard see the tWo cycles betWeen 
times '51 and "52 in FIG. 13 Where each of the aforementioned 
signals changes state at a different one of the times of 
interest. Thus, the aforementioned signals are useable to 
identify times corresponding to points a, b, c, d, e, k, m and 








